
Connect2Global Announce Partnership with
IntermediaTouch as Their New Agents in Latin
America.
MIAMI, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES,
October 26, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
This strategic partnership will enable
both companies to strengthen their
reach and develop new relationships
within their respective markets to
enable further international
expansion.

Connect2Global provides a range of
consultancy services that aim to build
partnerships while driving business
growth, particularly on a global level
across borders and into thriving
markets. Their clientele consists of a
broad range of businesses; from
startups to entrepreneurs to
executives and large global chains. In
partnership with Intermedia Touch, the company intends to further drive their expertise as they
assist with their strategic expansion

“People like to do business with people they know and trust. We are thrilled to be representing

Over the years, I have
worked with Cristina and
her team, and they are a
class act in professionalism,
and their team always goes
the extra step to make sure
the customer is satisfied.”

Carolina Rendeiro

Intermedia Touch in Latin America. Over the years, I have
worked with Cristina and her team, and they are a class act
in professionalism, and their team always goes the extra
step to make sure the customer is satisfied.  With that
support behind Connect2Global in South America, there
was no way we could say no to this opportunity.” – Carolina
Rendeiro

Intermedia Touch serves as one of the most innovative,
cutting-edge agencies whose specialty lies in creating
custom interactive digital signage and multimedia
solutions for businesses of all varieties. Their clientele in

the South Florida area is sprawling and includes many prominent and famous institutions, such
as the University of Miami, Marlins Park, and Tarpon Bend. As the company has seen
tremendous growth, expanding internationally is on the horizon as a strategic positioning.

Of this partnership and expansion, Cristina Miller, the CEO of Intermedia Touch stated,
“Partnering with Connect2Global is an excellent opportunity for our company as we begin to
establish new business in the South American markets.” She furthered this with: “Because of
their unique expertise in building relationships and developing strategies in the global sphere,
we see this as an exceptional connection that will assist our growth, particularly in the areas of
providing solutions, network management, and analysis.”

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://connect2.global


Intermedia Touch and Connect2Global see this partnership as an exciting opportunity to develop
new business in the South American market. This partnership aims to foster growth and provide
support as Intermedia Touch builds a presence in Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, Chile, Colombia,
and the Dominican Republic. Considering the impact Intermedia Touch has been able to create
in the US market with their innovative interactive signage, bringing such solutions to new
markets, under the guidance of Connect2Global, this partnership and expansion effort is
forecasted to be promising and prosperous.

About Connect2Global:
Connect2Global focuses on mutually profitable partnerships that create unparalleled
opportunities for startups, executives, and organizations to expand their brand across borders
and into viable, global markets. Connect2Global is committed to guiding organizations through
the process of strategic change and supporting strategic and tactical corporate responses to
assist with the challenges and opportunities posed by globalization, technology, and
competition. The company also offers organizational network management guidance so that you
can reach your international expansion goals via objective and results-oriented analysis,
solutions, and implementation.

About Intermedia Touch:
Since its inception in 2008, Intermedia Touch, Inc. has become a leader in interactive technology
and custom application solutions for a broad range of clients who wish to advance their business
initiatives. Combining extensive experience and unmatched service as a technology integrator,
their goal is to create unique experiences by making use of the latest interactive technology and
applications available in the digital signage industry.

Intermedia Touch, Inc. offers powerful software solutions, as well as a diverse array of interactive
hardware options including interactive touch screen monitors, infrared surfaces, video walls,
holographic glass, indoor/outdoor kiosks, and custom LED signs. With more than 15 years of
experience in the information technology and audiovisual fields, the team at Intermedia Touch,
Inc. delivers interactive solutions which create the highest visual impact and relevance specific to
your target audience.
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